
Aftercare | Permanent Makeup

Your Permanent Makeup is now in Your Hands

You are likely to experience some swelling &  redness to the skin. 

Touching the area must initially be avoided to reduce risk of Infection until scabs have formed, due to 
a heightened risk of infection whilst the skin is healing

24 hours after treatment, makeup can be applied and the skin cleansed AROUND the Permanent Makeup. 
No makeup should be applied DIRECTLY on to the treatment area.

Do Not get your new Permanent Make up Wet. this can really effect Pigment retention. If the scabs come 
off too early, the area will heal patchy. 

In the incident of your Permanent makeup accidently getting splashed, simply pat the area gently, do 
not rub at all. 

It can take up to 4 weeks for the true colour to be seen due to the skin renewal process.

In that time, there will be light scabbing, shedding of the skin as it renews underneath, it is not 
uncommon to see no pigment straight after the scabbing has shed; it will return.

It is important not to pick at the skin or scabs as this can cause patchiness/ pull out the pigment

Avoid extreme Heat, Cold, Excessive Exercise or causing your body to perspire for as long as there are 
scabs present, this maybe up to 7 to 10 days as these will effect pigment retention

It is advised to avoid Swimming, Sauna, Steam rooms and Facials, until all the scabs have gone, this maybe 
up to 7-10 days.

Any tenderness should settle within 48 hours.

Apply a tiny amount of the balm given to you daily from day 3-5 until the scabs or dryness has gone. If 
you have oily skin it is advised to use the balm adhoc, not daily. 

How you treat your new Permanent Makeup, particularly in the first two weeks will determine its 
retention & Longevity
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Adverse Effects

If you are concerned or experience any of the following symptoms 

please contact me for advice

Itching, hives, swelling of the lips (Increasing if lip Treatment) wheezing, dizziness, light headedness

This may indicate an allergy

signs of inflammation, increased or spreading reddening, increased warmth, Increased pain, weeping

This may indicate infection
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Once your Permanent Makeup is completed & healed

SPF should be applied daily once your Permanent Makeup has completely healed as UV Rays will fade the 
pigment,. Sunbeds and Laser facials are discouraged for this reason

Products such as Vitamin C & Retinol will fade the pigment quicker due to its exfoliating properties, so 
always advised to apply around your Permanent Makeup.

Your Permanent makeup will fade over time, leaving a residue of Pigment indefinitely under the skin 
(Hence its permanent Status). 

It is recommended that your Permanent makeup is refreshed every 1-2 years to ensure it remains crisp, but 
will be dependant on how your skin metabolises the pigment & the look you are wanting to achieve. 

PMU refresh within the first 2-3 years is discounted
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Permanent Makeup | Post Procedure Emotions

Day 1

Jeez My Permanent Makeup is so 
bold and dark… Have I done the 
right thing? My hubby is going 
to go nuclear! Have I just paid 

for this?! 

Day 4-10 

Okay, so this itchy dry skin is not 
cute! I so want to pick my scabs 
off and resume normal life, but 

must resist… I. must. Trust. The. 
Process!

Day 28-42

Retouch Day!!! Time to perfect 
your Brows.... Tweak the shape, 

colour  & layer that pigment to 
ensure longevity Repeat the 
Healing Process from Day 1!

Day 2-3

What theeeeeeee…. My reflection made 
me actually jump this morning! I 

swear my New Permanent Makeup is 
darker… How will I  look people in the 

eye today! 

Day 10-21

Okay… So where's the pigment? There 
patchy! There not dark enough 

(never thought id say that!) 

Day 56-70

How did I live without this on my 
face? The time and confidence it has 

given me is worth EVERYTHING! 
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